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Road America SpeedTour - Event Memo No. 1 
 
From: FR Americas Championship To:  All Competitors 
 F4 U.S. Championship  

Re:  Road America Street Car Laps  Date:  May 16, 2023 
 _______________________________________________________________________________________  
 
We have arranged with Road America an opportunity to drive around the circuit in street cars during the 
lunch break on Thursday, May 18th. This will proceed our test day drivers meeting and the scheduled practice 
sessions for both classes that afternoon. As the track has just been repaved, this is a great opportunity to see 
the new track surface and revised curbs.  
 
Drivers, team mangers and engineers are welcome to participate in this session. No family members or guests 
are allowed. Each person in the car must be wearing their credential to be allowed on the circuit. No 
exceptions! We will be checking for credentials at the gate.  
 
This is a session to see the track before your practice session that afternoon - not a driving performance 
session. This will be done following behind the F4/FR Safety Car at a speed of 45 mph. All cars are to drive in 
single file keeping an even distance between cars. No lagging back and accelerating through the turns. The 
track has informed me if they receive a report from the corner stations of improper driving, they will black 
flag the session and the session will be over. 
 
Cars are to proceed to the regular pre-grid at 11:50am to stage for this session. You will see the Safety Car at 
the front of pre-grid. Once track activities are finished and the course is clear, we will be released onto the pit 
lane and follow the safety car down pit lane and out onto the track. We anticipate release by 12:15pm but 
this may be delayed if there are tow-ins from the previous session. Currently the track has given us until 
12:45pm for street car laps. We have moved the mandatory F4/FR test day drivers meeting to 1:15pm to 
allow time to come off the circuit and park your street car and walk over to the drivers meeting at the 
Medical Building Conference Room. Your credential is also needed for check in at the drivers meeting. 
 
We are very fortunate the track has granted access for us to see the circuit. For drivers who have been to 
Road America previously, it will be visually different and most, if not all, reference points will be gone. For 
new drivers, you have an opportunity see what terrific circuit you’re about to have the privilege to race on.  
 
Driver’s notes were sent out earlier and provide information about this circuit and event this weekend. Please 
let me know if you have any questions. 
 
We look forward to seeing everyone this weekend at Road America. 
 
Safe travels. 
Scott Goodyear 
 


